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ABSTRACT 

Buoyant, turbulent diffusion flames anchored on a slot burner in the presence of an isothermal wall have 
been numerically simulated. A laminar smoke point based subgrid (flamelet) radiation model has been 
applied toward estimation of overall radiant fractions and radiant power distributions of the ethylene fires. 
The model uses a turbulent micro-scale strain rate that influences the flamelet soot radiation. In the 
presence of the isothermal wall, the radiant fractions of the fires are observed to decrease along with a 
reduction of their peak radiant power output. Predicted radiant fractions and radiant power distributions 
are found to be reasonably close to the experimental data with improvements observed when the local 
strain rate is more accurately modeled as the maximum value between the numerical mesh-resolved and 
the micro-scale strain rates. 

KEYWORDS: Buoyant flame, smoke point, soot radiation, wall cooling. 

NOMENCLATURE 

0a  Micro-scale strain rate (s-1) s  Stoichiometric oxygen to fuel ratio (-) 

0,enha  

 

Maximum of micro-scale and resolved 
strain rates (s-1)  

ijSɶ  LES resolved strain rate tensor (s-1) 

T  Temperature (K) 

,iaε  Emissivity weighting factors (-) 
fV  Flamelet volume (m3) 

fA  Flamelet area (m2) 
FYɶ  LES resolved fuel mass fraction (-) 

, ,i jbε  Emissivity polynomial coefficients (-) 
2OYɶ  LES resolved oxygen mass fraction (-) 

cε  Dissipation rate coefficient (-) Zɶ  LES resolved mixture fraction (-) 

kc  Turbulent viscosity coefficient (-) Greek 
C  Eddy dissipation model coefficient (-) ∆  LES filter size (m) 
Cη  Strain rate coefficient (-) ε  Emissivity (-) 

vf  Soot volume fraction (-) 
sgsε  Subgrid turbulent dissipation rate (m2/s3) 

0hɶ  LES resolved chemical enthalpy (J/kg) gκ  Gas-phase absorption coefficient (m-1) 

0
,Fh ∞  Fuel heat of formation (J/kg) iκ  Gray gas absorption coefficient (m-1) 

shɶ  LES resolved sensible enthalpy (J/kg) sκ  Soot absorption coefficient (m-1) 

pH  Prior radiant/convective heat loss (-) ν  Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 

cH∆  Fuel heat of combustion (J/kg) tν  Turbulent viscosity (m2/s) 

sgsk  Subgrid turbulent kinetic energy (m2/s2) ρ  Density (kg/m3) 
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fℓ  Mean turbulent flame height (m) σ  Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/m2-K4) 

mℓ  Flamelet mean beam length (m) ητ  Turbulent micro time-scale (s) 
p  Sum of partial pressures (Pa) mτ  LES mixing time-scale (s) 

rq ′′′ɺ  Flamelet volumetric emission (W/m3) rΨ  Flamelet radiant emission fraction (-) 

rq′′′ɶɺ  LES volumetric radiant emission 
(W/m3) 

F
′′′ωɶɺ  LES fuel consumption rate (kg/m3-s) 

INTRODUCTION 

Thermal radiation, dominated by radiative emission from soot, is primarily responsible for large-
scale fire spread over solid combustible surfaces. Accurate estimations of spatio-temporal variations 
of radiant emission from the turbulent flame sheet is therefore important in large eddy simulations 
(LES) of fire growth. Flame radiant emission near solid surfaces is affected by the heat loss to these 
surfaces. The change in local turbulent micro-scale strain rate (defined in Refs. [1, 2]) can also be 
impacted by the presence of the surfaces, in turn affecting the flame-sheet radiant emission. In the 
present study, the effect of wall-induced cooling on buoyant flame characteristics is studied by 
considering inert walls, excluding other important phenomena like pyrolysis and fuel blowing 
normally occurring in wall-fire scenarios [1].  

Soot-radiation from unconfined turbulent fires has previously been numerically simulated [1, 2] 
using an LES code, FireFOAM [1, 2]. In this study, the previously developed laminar smoke point 
[1] based subgrid soot-radiation model [1] has been applied toward predictions of radiant fractions 
and vertical distributions of radiant power of buoyant flames adjacent to an isothermal wall. The 
present study extends the slot burner investigation from Ref. [1] with the inclusion of a 2.2 m tall 
isothermal wall enclosure placed adjacent to the burner. In the authors’ knowledge, this work is 
among the first to evaluate the near-wall performance of a turbulent soot-radiation model and 
compare the predicted results with experimental data. The aim of the study was to confirm the 
model formulation includes key physics required in modeling flame-sheet emission near walls. The 
study was conducted to establish the validity of the model in a complex configuration (wall-
bounded flames) relevant to fire spread problems as compared to only modeling an unconfined 
diffusion flame. 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

LES of ethylene fires was conducted using a finite-volume solution technique with the application 
of subgrid models for turbulence and soot radiation [1, 2, 4]. The study focuses on the experimental 
setup of slot burner fires attached to an isothermal wall from the investigation of Markstein and de 
Ris [1]. 

LES TURBULENCE AND COMBUSTION MODELS 

The LES code used was FireFOAM [4], which is based on the open source toolbox OpenFOAM [1]. 
The code solves fully compressible, three-dimensional reacting Navier-Stokes equations using the 
finite volume technique on unstructured meshes. Conservative forms of continuity, momentum, 
sensible enthalpy and species equations are solved with the PIMPLE (Pressure Implicit with 
Splitting of Operator) algorithm [8] applied for pressure-velocity coupling. The eddy dissipation 
model (EDM) [1] is used for combustion modeling. The EDM fuel consumption rate, ,F

′′′ωɶɺ  is 
computed as  
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( ) ( )2Omin ,F m FC Y Y s′′′ω = ρ τɶ ɶ ɶɺ , (1) 

where, ρ  is the local density, the proportionality constant is 4,C =  FYɶ  and 
2OYɶ  are the filtered 

mass fractions of fuel and oxygen, respectively, and s  is the stoichiometric oxygen to fuel ratio. 
The turbulent mixing-time is estimated as m sgs sgskτ = ε , where sgsk  and sgsε  are the subgrid-

scale (SGS) kinetic energy and its dissipation rate, respectively. In LES a substantial fraction of 
kinetic energy remains in the subgrid and in buoyant flows associated with fires the subgrid kinetic 
energy is evidently anisotropic in character. Therefore, transport of the subgrid kinetic energy is 

included for turbulence closure. The SGS turbulent viscosity, 1 2
t k sgsc kν = ∆ , in the momentum 

equations is computed from the solution of sgsk  as described in Fureby et al. [1]. The dissipation of 

sgsk  is modeled as 3 2
sgs sgsc kεε = ∆ . The constant cε  is equal to 1.048 and ∆  is the LES filter size 

[10]. The turbulent viscosity is estimated from a localized dynamic procedure following the 
application of a test filter [1, 2]. The localized dynamic procedure produces a distribution of kc  to 

capture the dynamics of flow near the wall and in the laminar to turbulence transition region. 

SUBGRID RADIATION MODEL 

The present study uses a subgrid radiation model involving a two-dimensional laminar flamelet with 
fuel in the middle and oxidizer surrounding the fuel from two sides (see Fig. 1) [1, 2]. This is a 
representation of a fuel eddy in a turbulent flame being strained due to the presence of the local flow 
gradients. The turbulent flame-sheet is assumed to consist of an ensemble of such eddies. The model 
postulates a transient packet of fuel being stretched by a constant turbulent micro-scale strain rate 
normal to its axis [1]. The model applies the laminar smoke-point concept [6] to describe soot 
formation, oxidation and radiation. The effect of fuel type on soot radiation is modeled by assuming 
that the peak soot formation rate is inversely proportional to the fuel's laminar smoke point height 
[6]. Detailed description of the model formulation is available in Ref. [1]. The laminar smoke point 
height for ethylene (= 0.106 m) has been taken from Lautenberger et al. [6]. 

 
Fig. 1. Two-dimensional representation of the turbulent flame-sheet modeled as an ensemble of eddies. 

The laminar flamelet equations 

In the flamelet model, thermal radiation is assumed to be optically-thin and to occur primarily due 
to soot and gas-phase species (CO2 and H2O). The soot absorption coefficient is computed 
following Tien et al. [1] as 

1226s vf Tκ =  (m-1), (2) 

where T  is the local flame temperature (K) and vf  is the soot volume fraction. The gas-phase 
absorption coefficient is estimated using the weighted sum of gray gases (WSGG) model [1] as  
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ln(1 )g mκ = − − ε ℓ , (3) 

where, ε  is total emissivity over a mean beam length mℓ . The mean beam length is evaluated as [1] 

3.6m f fV A=ℓ ,  (4) 

where, fV and fA are flamelet volume and area, respectively, computed by assuming the entire 

flamelet is of a conical shape following the formulation in Ref. [16]. The mean beam length, ,mℓ is 

computed to be ∼4 mm. The emissivity is computed as  

( )( ),
0

1 i m

I
p

i

i

a T e−κ
ε

=

ε = −∑ ℓ , (5) 

where ,iaε  and iκ  are the emissivity weighting factor and absorption coefficient for the i-th 

fictitious gas, respectively, and p  is the sum of partial pressures of all absorbing gases (CO2 and 

H2O). Following Smith et al. [2], in the present work three fictitious gray gases are used, and their 
temperature dependent emissivity weighting factors are computed as  

1
, , ,

1

J
j

i i j

j

a b T −
ε ε

=

=∑ . (6) 

Here, , ,i jbε are the emissivity gas temperature polynomial coefficients, as defined in Ref. [17]. The

, ,iaε , ,i jbε and iκ values for individual fictitious gray gases are obtained from Ref. [17]. The 

radiation source term in the flamelet model is then computed as  

( ) 44r s gq T′′′ = κ + κ σɺ . (7) 

The model provides the local radiant emission fraction, ,rΨ of the turbulent flame sheet taking two 

inputs from the LES solver, a non-dimensional prior heat loss (“enthalpy defect”), pH , and a 

turbulent micro-scale strain rate, 0a  [1]. The prior heat loss fraction, pH , can be due to soot and 

gaseous products radiating in the turbulent flame. Convective losses near cold walls can also result 

in a prior heat loss. A lookup table of ( )0 ,r pa HΨ  values is created for individual fuels by 

parametrizing the flamelet model with a range of 0a  and pH  values.  

The LES equations 

Soot formation and oxidation are not explicitly modeled in the LES of the turbulent flames. Instead, 
a local volumetric radiant emission term, 

( )0 ,r r p F cq a H H′′′ ′′′= Ψ ω ∆ɶɶ ɺɺ , (8) 

is included in the sensible enthalpy equation in the LES solver. Here, cH∆ is the fuel heat of 

combustion and the local fuel consumption rate, F
′′′ωɶɺ , is obtained from the EDM as described above. 

The local volumetric emission from the turbulent flame-sheet, rq′′′ɶɺ , due to soot and gas-phase 

species is affected by the local turbulent strain rate, 0a , and the prior heat loss, pH . As in previous 

studies [1, 2, 3, 4], prior heat loss is computed from the LES solver as  
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( ) ( )0 0 0 0
, ,p s F FH h h Zh h Zh∞ ∞= + − −ɶ ɶ ɶɶ ɶ , (9) 

where shɶ  and 0hɶ  are the resolved sensible and chemical enthalpies, respectively, Zɶ  is the mixture 

fraction estimated from the computed species mass fractions and 0
,Fh ∞  is the fuel heat of formation. 

In presence of a cold wall, the local sensible enthalpy, shɶ , reduces, resulting in pH  increasing (a 

value of 0pH >  implies a local enthalpy defect/loss). Local radiant emission from the flame-sheet 

located at an upstream region also causes the pH  value to increase in the downstream. Consistent 

with previous studies [1, 2], the turbulent/subgrid micro-scale strain rate is estimated as 

( )0 1a Cη η= τ , where the Kolmogorov time-scale, ητ , is computed from the viscosity, ν , and the 

subgrid dissipation rate, sgsε , as ( )1 2
sgsητ = ν ε , with 0.04Cη =  [1, 2]. In the present study, an 

enhancement to the strain rate estimation method is proposed. In order to estimate a strain rate 
relevant to the soot formation process in regions where the computational mesh can resolve the flow 
(i.e. the subgrid kinetic energy in these cells tends toward zero, 0sgsk → ), the smaller of the 

subgrid and resolved time-scales is used:  

( )
1

1

0, min , 2enha C S

−−
η η
  = τ    

ɶ . (10) 

Here, the resolved time-scale is computed as the inverse of the mesh-resolved strain rate 1 2 Sɶ , 

where ( )1 2

ij ijS S S=ɶ ɶ ɶ and ( ) 2ij i j j iS u x u x= ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂ɶ ɶ ɶ  [8]. Regions of very low sgsk  exist in the 

upstream flame region (near the burner) in the presence of walls. In these regions, the resolved 
strain-rate is greater than the subgrid values, as demonstrated below. The local turbulent strain rate 
affects the laminar flamelet soot formation rate, e.g., the higher the strain rate (i.e., shorter the 
flamelet residence time), lower the soot formation rate (see Ref. [1] for details). 

  

         (a) Unconfined    (b) Wall-bounded 

Fig. 2. Slot burner of length 0.38 m and width 0.016 m (a) with two side walls (unconfined burner setup), and 
(b) placed adjacent to a wall enclosure of height 2.2 m with slanted side walls (wall-bounded burner setup). 
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COMPUTATIONAL SETUP 

The computational setup shown in Fig. 2(a) consisted of a 0.38 m long by 0.016 m wide slot burner 
elevated from the ground by 0.05 m (henceforth known as the “unconfined” burner setup). Two 
walls were placed perpendicular to and attached at the ends of the slot burner to prevent air 
entrainment from the sides. The slot burner was also placed adjacent to the bottom of a 2.2 m tall 
and 0.38 m wide wall (henceforth known as the “wall-bounded” burner setup), see Fig. 2(b). The 
wall enclosure consisted of end walls for ensuring unidirectional air entrainment. In addition, to 
mimic the experimental setup [7] accurately, two slanted side walls were included in the setup. Gaps 
were present between the slanted walls and the wall enclosure, as can be observed in Fig. 2(b). The 
computational mesh comprised primarily of hexahedral cells. A mesh sensitivity analysis was 
conducted, and a mesh resolution of approximately 0.002 m × 0.002 m × 0.004 m (in the vertical 
direction) was kept uniform to 0.08 m from the wall all the way up to 2.2 m height. For the 
unconfined burner simulations, the mesh resolution was kept the same up to a ±0.06 m distance 
from the burner centerline. The side boundaries were open allowing entrainment of air whereas the 
ground and walls had non-slip boundary condition applied for velocity. A convective-diffusive inlet 
boundary condition was applied for the species and velocity at the burner [4]. The temperature of 
the entrained air from the open boundaries was 298.15 K, the ground temperature was held constant 
at 298.15 K, whereas the 2.2 m tall wall was kept at 333 K. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Ethylene fires of chemical heat release rates (HRRs) in the range of 20-60 kW (henceforth reported 
per unit slot burner length as 51-160 kW/m) have been simulated. The predicted results are 
compared against experimental data from the study of Markstein and de Ris [7]. In the experiments, 
the wall was cooled with an inlet water temperature of 60°C [7]. The predicted data are time-
averaged for 30 s, neglecting the initial transient period of ~10 s. 

Flame structure 

In the presence of the isothermal wall (maintained at 333 K or 60 °C), the flame radiant emission 
distribution changes compared to the unconfined case, as shown in Fig. 3 for the 51 kW/m fire. The 
flame height also increases when the slot burner is placed adjacent to the isothermal wall. In Fig. 3, 
for the 51 kW/m fire, the instantaneous flame height can be observed to more than double in the 
case of the wall-bounded scenario. The wall affects the flame height as half the area for entrainment 
is available compared to the unconfined case and because of the reduction in the entrainment rate 
due to suppression of the large-scale eddies causing the local volumetric burning rate to 
decrease [1]. 

 

Fig. 3. Instantaneous flame-sheets (iso-contour of stoichiometric mixture fraction colored by volumetric radiant 
emission) for the 51 kW/m fires: unconfined and attached to the isothermal wall (wall-bounded). 
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In Fig. 4, time-averaged temperature contours are presented for the 51 and 160 kW/m unconfined 
and wall-bounded fires. The contours are shown on a plane positioned at the middle of the burner 
(cross-section view), perpendicular to the lengthwise direction. With increasing HRR, as expected, 
the peak temperature occurs further downstream for both the unconfined and wall-bounded fires. 
Near the burner, a laminar to turbulent transition region is visible in the close-up view in Fig. 4(a) of 
the wall-bounded 51 kW/m fire. In this region, the flames tend to attach to the wall. This region is 
of much shorter height, as can be observed in the Fig 4(b) close-up view for the 160 kW/m wall-
bounded fire. 

   

                                        (a) 51 kW/m        (b) 160 kW/m 

Fig. 4. Time-averaged temperature contours of (a) 51 and (b) 160 kW/m unconfined and wall-bounded fires. 

OVERALL RADIANT FRACTION 

For the 160 kW/m fire, the predicted radiant fraction reduces from ∼0.37 for the unconfined fire to 
∼0.27 for the wall-bounded fire, a reduction of ∼26% compared to an ~32% decline observed in the 
experiments [7]. The variation of overall radiant fraction as functions of the chemical HRR per unit 
length of the unconfined and wall-bounded fires is shown in Fig. 5. For the unconfined fires, the 
radiant fraction is predicted within 6-7% of the experimental values as shown by the solid curve in 
Fig. 5 (black dashed curve). Using the subgrid micro-scale strain rate estimation, 0a , the overall 

radiant fractions in the presence of the isothermal wall is found to reduce by 24-26% compared to 
the predicted values for the unconfined fires (see red dashed curve in Fig. 5). The reduction in 
overall radiant fractions occur due to the convective losses to the wall causing increase in the prior 
enthalpy loss fraction, pH , which results in local reduction in radiant emission from the turbulent 

flame-sheet. These reductions are smaller compared to the observed trends in the experiments, e.g., 
for the 51 kW/m fire, a reduction of ~41% in the overall radiant fraction was observed in the 
experiments.  

As can be observed in Fig. 4(a) for the wall-bounded 51 kW/m fire, the flame-sheet tends to attach 
to the wall very near the slot burner. The flow in this region is transitional and is resolved by the 
fine mesh used in the simulations. For the larger HRR of 160 kW/m, the transition region is quite 
short as can be observed in Fig. 4(b). To account for the flow in the transition region, the enhanced 
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strain rate estimation method was proposed (see numerical model description above). A comparison 
of the predicted time-averaged strain rates, 0a  and 0,enha , is shown in Fig. 6 for the 51 kW/m wall-

bounded fire. In Fig. 6(a), the simulation used the subgrid strain rate, 0a , estimated using the 

Kolmogorov micro-time scale and application of a constant, Cη . It can be observed that 

unreasonably small strain rates of value <10-1 s-1, corresponding to soot-formation residence times 
of >10 s, are observed near the base of the fire. These subgrid strain rate estimates for application in 
the subgrid radiation model are found to be incorrect as the turbulent kinetic energy, sgsk , used in 

the estimate of the turbulent dissipation rate, sgsε , is almost zero near the base of the fire. 

Therefore, to more accurately estimate the strain rate for such regions where the flow is resolved by 
the mesh, a maximum of the strain rate between the subgrid and resolved scales, 0,enha , was also 

applied in additional simulations.  

Using the enhanced strain rate formulation, 0,enha , the smaller overall radiant fraction values are 

predicted for the lower HRRs (see blue dashed curve in Fig 5); predicted to be within 7% of the 
experimental values. This can be attributed to the higher strain rates predicted in the upstream 
region (near the base of the fire) resulting in shorter flamelet residence times and correspondingly 
lower soot formation rates. For the 160 kW/m wall-bounded fire though, a <4% change in the 
predicted overall radiant fraction was observed between the two strain rate estimation methods. This 
is because, for higher HRR, the laminar to turbulent transition region is shorter and the flow is not 
mesh-resolved, leading to the subgrid micro-scale strain rate to dominate for the majority of the fire 
region. Smaller than 1% change in the overall radiant fraction was observed for the unconfined fires 
when using the enhanced strain rate estimation. 

Fig. 5. Computed radiant fractions compared against 
experimental data. 

 

            (a) 0a     (b) 0,enha  

Fig. 6. Time-averaged strain rate contours adjacent 
to the wall and up to ∼0.1 m downstream distance 
from the burner for the 51 kW/m fire. Strain rate is 

modeled (a) in the subgrid, 0 ,a and (b) as a 

maximum of the subgrid and resolved strain rates, 

0, .enha A log-scale is used to accentuate the 

distribution differences. 

RADIANT POWER DISTRIBUTIONS 

The predicted radiant power distributions as functions of height above the burner, 0( )rq z z′ −ɺ , where 

0 0.05z =  m is the burner height, are next compared against experimental data in Fig. 7. For both 
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the unconfined and wall-bounded fires, the predicted peak radiant power increases with increasing 
HRR. The height at which peak radiant power occurs is predicted to be closer to the burner 
compared to the locations of the experimental peaks for the range of HRRs simulated. The predicted 
peak values are, however, within 10-11% of the experimental values for the unconfined fires. 
Irrespective of the strain rate estimation method applied, 0a  or 0,enha , the radiant power profiles 

for the unconfined fires are not significantly affected. For the wall-bounded fires, when using the 
subgrid micro-scale strain rate, 0 ,a  the peak value is over-predicted by ∼75% for the 51 kW/m, 

~29% for the 91 kW/m and ~5% for the 160 kW/m fires. The increasing difference between the 
predicted and experimental peak values with decreasing HRRs also manifests itself in the overall 
radiant fraction over-prediction, as discussed above. The radiant profiles beyond the peaks for the 
91 and 160 kW/m fires are seen to follow the experimental slopes though, showing reasonably good 
match with experimental data.  

The reduction in radiant peak power occurs due to the convective heat loss to the adjacent 
isothermal wall. The peak radiant power shows greater decline with reducing HRR, which can be 
attributed to the greater convective heat loss to the wall observed for the lower HRR fires as shown 
in Fig. 8 (the x-axis is normalized by the flame height, fℓ , which is the height above the burner 

where the time-averaged radiant power output is zero). The time-averaged peak convective heat flux 
to the wall (vertical distribution on the centerline of the isothermal wall) is ~15% higher for the 
51 kW/m wall-bounded fire compared to the 160 kW/m fire. The wall-integrated heat flux for the 
flame region, i.e., for the normalized height, ( )0 fz z− ℓ , from 0 to 1, increases from 4 kW to 

7 kW when the HRR increases from 51 to 160 kW/m. The convective loss fraction to the isothermal 
wall is ∼8% for the 51 kW/m, ∼6% for the 91 kW/m and ∼4% for the 160 kW/m fires. This decrease 
in the convective loss fraction causes an increase in the overall radiant fraction with increasing HRR 
for the wall-bounded fires.  

Compared to the unconfined fires, the model however predicts lower radiant power output in 
presence of the isothermal wall. The difference between the unconfined and wall-bounded radiant 
power is primarily attributed to the convective losses to the isothermal wall as postulated by 
Markstein and de Ris [7]. However, in the experiments, the overall radiant fraction and the peak 
radiant power showed a greater reduction with decreasing HRR compared to the model predictions. 
The reasons for the model over-prediction of radiant power in the presence of the isothermal wall 
was found to be the use of the subgrid strain rate, 0a , for determination of the local radiant output 

from the flame-sheet. In regions where the flow is resolved by the computational mesh, the 0a  

values are estimated to be unrealistically low, as discussed above.  

It was found that for the unconfined fires the difference in predictions was minor when using either 
of the strain rate estimation methods ( 0a  or 0,enha ). However, the predicted radiant power output 

for the wall-bounded fires was affected significantly, particularly for the 51 kW/m case, as shown in 
Fig. 7(a). The peak radiant power was predicted with greater accuracy using the 0,enha  strain rate 

estimation. The peak radiant power locations were predicted to be closer to the experimental values 
for the 91 and 160 kW/m wall-bounded fires as well, as can be seen in Fig. 7(c-d). Using the 
enhanced strain rate, 0,enha , the peak radiant power locations were also closer to the heights where 

the experimental peaks were observed. The convective heat loss fraction (i.e. compared to the fire 
HRR) does not change significantly with the use of the enhanced strain rate, 0,enha . This shows that, 

besides convective losses to the wall, the strain rates in the near-wall region also need to be 
accurately predicted for better estimation of the radiant power distributions. 
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 (a) 51 kW/m 

 (b) 91 kW/m 

 (c) 160 kW/m 

Fig. 7. Predicted radiant power per unit area compared against experimental data for (a) 51 kW/m, 
(b) 91 kW/m and (b) 160 kW/m unconfined and wall-bounded fires. 
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Fig. 8. Time-averaged vertical distributions of convective heat flux on the centerline of the isothermal wall. 
The height above the burner, 0z z− , is normalized by the computed flame heights ( fℓ ). 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

LES of wall-bounded slot burner fires were performed using the FireFOAM code. Radiant power 
distributions and overall radiant fractions were predicted and compared against experimental data. 
Predicted overall radiant fraction and peak radiant power output were found to decrease when the 
unconfined fires were placed adjacent to an isothermal wall due to the convective heat losses to the 
wall. The reductions to the overall radiant fraction were ∼25% irrespective of the HRR when a 
subgrid strain rate was used as input to the radiation model. When using this strain rate estimation 
method, as was previously done in studies involving unconfined fires [1, 2], comparison with 
experimental data showed favorable agreement of radiant power output profiles for the unconfined 
fires. However, for the wall-bounded fires, it was found that using a maximum between the subgrid 
micro- and resolved-scale strain rates improved the radiant power and overall radiant fraction 
predictions, especially for the lower HRR cases. The present study validates the subgrid, flamelet-
based radiation model [1, 2] for applications in wall-bounded fire simulations. Predictions showed 
that the convective losses to the isothermal wall were modeled, resulting in lowering of the overall 
radiant output from the wall-bounded fires. However, it was found that a more accurate estimation 
of the strain rate affecting the soot formation process is required for mesh-resolved flow which 
occurs in the upstream regions of the wall-bounded fires. This is especially true for lower HRR fires 
which have longer laminar to turbulent transition regions near the burner. The validated radiation 
model will be applied in the future toward LES of wall-fires with prescribed fuel supply from 
porous wall burners [1]. Further improvements in the predictions of the convective heat transfer and 
strain rate need to be made, especially to determine their sensitivity to mesh resolution near the 
wall.  
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